IMMIGRANT YOUTH CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

Applied Development Science has published a special issue on immigrant civic engagement. Two articles are by CIRCLE staff and three other articles are the products of CIRCLE grants. Following is a list of the articles included in the journal.

"Immigrant Civic Engagement: New Translations" by Lene Arnett Jensen and Constance A. Flanagan

"South Florida’s Immigrant Youth and Civic Engagement: Major Engagement: Minor Differences” by Alex Stepick, Carol Dutton Stepick, and Yves Labissiere [research funded by CIRCLE]

"The Civic Engagement of Immigrant Youth: New Evidence From the 2006 Civic and Political Health of the Nation Survey” by Mark Hugo Lopez and Karlo Barrios Marcelo [CIRCLE staff]

"Immigrants’ Cultural Identities as Sources of Civic Engagement" by Lene Arnett Jensen [research funded by CIRCLE]


"Identities in Context: Politicized Racial Group Consciousness Among Asian American and Latino Youth” by Jane Junn and Natalie Masuoka [research funded by CIRCLE]